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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND CERTIFICATION
SHENHUANG SAFE + MASK FFP NR D

ENGLISH
EngIi sh-Instruction
Comprehensive and evaluation normative indicators according to test reports
-FFP1, FFP2. FFP3 NR D are disposable masks, classified as Class Ill Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) (prevention of death or
permanent damage)
Available for industry professionals
-FFP1 FFP2 FFP3 NR D disposable masks are also classified as Class I Medical Tools (MD). They are available for medical
professionals, patients and hospital visitors.
PPE protects the following issues:
-Effective protection against aerosolized (spray) or airborne liquid or solid particles (existing in the air) respiratory diseases
-Protect (mask users) against infectious bacterial infections.
The manufacturer refuses to accept responsibility for damage caused by failure to follow the instruct.ions below.
Instruction for use: refer to Figure 1-2-3-4-5
This mask can only be used by trained people.
Remove the mask from the packaging just before using it immediately.
Before use, make sure the mask is intact.
In order to ensure that the mask fits tightly on the face, check it yourself (Figure 5)
-Put your hand on the mask. block the filter surface as much as possible, and do not move the mask.
-Inhale strongly. If the mask is not recessed, it is not sealed and must be adjusted again:
• If there is air in the barrel of the nose area, please adjust the mask that fixes the nose area (see Figure 4)
• If there is air circulation in other parts of the mask, carefully adjust the rope.
If the mask is not t ight enough, do not enter where it is needed. Please choose a different type of mask and make sure it is tight
enough.
caveat:
Please leave the place immediately if:
-Do you feel dizzy or just feel any pain.
-Feeling trouble breathing
Replace and discard masks:
-Mask damaged
-Masks prevent you from breathing
-Contaminated by blood or other liquids
If used in a medical center, dispose of used masks through the normal channels of the infectious disease hazard unit.
Each mask is for single use only (see Figure 7). As the performance of the mask will decrease, repeated use of the mask can cause
contamination and pass the disease on to the wearer or surrounding people.
Use restrictions:
This mask cannot prevent gas or smoke from entering.
This mask does not supply oxygen. Please use it in an environment with at least 17% oxygen.
Do not use in explosive atmospheres.
OEL: Occupational exposure limits.
Maximum concentration: see Figure 11
Storage: According to the recommendations displayed on the package Storage: See Figure 9-10
Shelf life: 2 years after production date
Destruction: as required
Accident notification: Any serious problems caused by the use of the product should be notified to the manufacturer and local
authorities.

